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When ICL@YHC was launched 30 years ago this spring, there were
those who were skeptical about its viability in our remote mountain
region. I confess to being one of those doubters, despite my active role
in its inception. Now, three decades later, ICL continues to flourish,
just as it has from the date of its origin in 1991. Not even a pandemic
could halt its progress, and its future
remains bright and promising.
As I’ve noted before, I think ICL’s success is
largely attributable to five factors: (1) A
large pool of constituents from which to
draw participants. (2) The mutually
beneficial relationship with YHC. (3)
Outstanding leadership in key positions,
including officers and board members. (4)
Excellent courses and course leaders, with a
wide range of offerings and the steady
enlistment of new instructors. (5) Devoted
volunteers in varied capacities.
These factors have remained constant over
the years. The residential population has
increased. The amicable, cooperative relationship with YHC has not
missed a beat. The leadership remains remarkable in both ability and
commitment. Course offerings and leaders continue to attract
participants. And though there is always a need for more volunteers,
the ones we have are gifted and willing.
Of course, there have been necessary changes during the 30 years.
Many of those who provided organizational and course leadership have
moved away or died, hence new leaders have emerged. Course
offerings have included more hands-on classes than in the early years.
And the pandemic required a radical shift to online learning, a shift
that has proven fruitful in making it possible for persons living in
distant places to become participants. This, in fact, has become a new
and beckoning direction for our organization, adding a valuable extra
dimension to our in-class sessions. (Continued on page 2)

(No Longer a Skeptic continued from page 1)

Finally, I want to return to the factor of volunteerism. Except for modest honoraria for course leaders (some of
whom return the money), ICL is an all-volunteer entity. This is not true of other ILRs (Institutes for Learning
in Retirement). Many of these have paid staff, which includes fulltime directors and principal officers. If we
provided recompense for our leadership at even a minimal level, I can assure you we would need to increase
membership fees and seek outside funding. The hours spent by these individuals are incalculable, and they are
given out of a heart devoted to the mission of ICL. We owe these persons both gratitude and allegiance.
If I had a wish for the coming years, it is that more members of ICL would step forward to support in ways both
large and small the commitment of ICL to provide ongoing course enrichment opportunities for all area
residents. Who reading this will volunteer to become a volunteer?
What will be ICL’s status 30 years hence? Based on its record to date, I would wager that this learning institute
will still be prospering. I just wish I was young enough to have a shot at being present for that celebration!

A Few Facts

ICL could not provide the continuing educational classes if not for the support of YHC. The relationship
between YHC and ICL is excellent. YHC provides office space and rooms for ICL classes and many of ICL
course leaders are YHC faculty. Each year, ICL pays a small maintenance fee to YHC and a donation to YHC.
Since 2013 ICL has donated $33,500 to YHC.

ICL is an all-volunteer organization, there are no paid staff or board members. For 30 years ICL has been
fortunate to have people willing to volunteer to support lifelong learning.

In 2020, due to Covid, ICL began offering on-line courses using Zoom. This summer, 2021, ICL is permitted to
offer in-class courses but the need for online classes is still there. ICL is offering simulcast classes where the
student can attend in person or over Zoom.

Zooming Thru 2020


There have been hundreds of volunteers and instructors who have supported ICL over its 30 years of offering
educational enrichment to the people in this area. Thank you to all who have served on the ICL Board, the class
coordinators, the instructors, and the students. Below is a list of a few instructors that have been teaching and
continue to teach ICL students. Thank you for your dedication.
Instructor
Elaine Delcuze
Dr. John Kay
Juli Sibley
Jerry Taylor
Jennifer Cordier
Louisa Franklin
Ann Marie Stanczyk

https://www.iclyhc.org/

Years
30
30
30
30
29
28
24

Instructor
Brenda Hull
Ben Kennedy
John Roberts
Bob Short
Janice Moore
Pat Tomczyk

Years
20
20
20
16
15
15

Student Reflections

“The more I live, the more I learn. The more I learn, the more I realize, the less I know.” Michel Legrand
When I moved to the area in 2002, longtime ICL member, Evie Greene, introduced me to ICL. As a
life-long-learner, I was thrilled to know that I could continue going to school! I’ve taken an amazing
variety of classes from knowledgeable instructors and met so many interesting people. I’ve also tried
to “give back” by serving on the board and curriculum committee. ICL continues to enrich my life and
give me joy. And, like Evie, I am quick to tell people new to the area about ICL.  Carol Smucker
I like to get involved in my community, meet people, and learn something new; ICL was the answer to
all three criteria when I moved to the mountains. I immediately immersed myself into classes
eventually serving on the Board for several years. This experience was fulfilling and fun and
inspiring…just what we need as we age. ICL is a perfect conduit for keeping us active and thinking
and up to date with the world. Try it; you will like it!
 SuSu Davis
I am a relative newbie to ICL, having joined in late 2019, shortly before I retired in December. I was
fortunate to have signed up for the last session of in-person learning prior to the Covid shutdown and
subsequent cancellation of ICL classes for the spring 2020 session. The first class I completed was
Mountain Gardening with Jacob Williams, a UGA Extension Agent. The class was a great mix of
academics and practical knowledge as Jacob shared scientific information about soil content,
common garden pests and such, as well as guidance on native plants and what plants grow well in this
area. I think that’s what I like most about ICL – the variety of class offerings and content ranging from
cultural/leisurely learning like yoga, photography, and cooking to more “academically-inclined”
learning on specific topics in literature, philosophy, and psychology.
As ICL celebrates 30 years of providing opportunities for mature adults in our local area and now,
thanks to modern technology (Zoom), adults from other areas of the country, to learn and interact
with one another, I am excited for what the future holds for this group and proud to be a part of the
current leadership team. I look forward to growing my involvement with ICL for many years to come!
 Debbie Estes
I have my own acronym for ICL: Individual Craving Lessons.
And, what diverse lessons I have taken from Young Harris ICL!
Thanks to the knowledgeable engaging instructors, I have enjoyed a myriad of classes.
I’ve beaded bracelets, made fragrant soaps, used medicinal herbs for lotions and tinctures, learned to
identify our local birds, relaxed with yoga, painted with watercolors and acrylics and even made and
bottled my own wine.
ICL is such a blessing to the mature folks, like me, in our mountain region, whose philosophy is
“never too old to learn”.  Roxie Roder

Need a Guest Speaker?
ICL welcomes the opportunity to speak and share what ICL is all about with
other groups and organizations. Please contact us at icl@yhc.edu.

https://www.iclyhc.org/

Instructors Perspectives

“Anyone who stops learning is old whether at twenty or eighty. Anyone who keeps learning stays young.”
Henry Ford
One of the things I have found most inspiring about ICL is the opportunity to share the knowledge
and wisdom learned in more than seven decades in public affairs and business with appreciative
mature audiences whose interests in learning never seem to falter.
 Bob Short
I was blessed to be able to attend Young Harris College as an art student back in the 70's, when the
Enchanted Valley was much more remote and unknown to the rest of the world. Years later when I
returned, many of the same faculty were still at the college, including one of my professors, Rev. John
Kay. He was in charge of the newly formed Continued Education Department. From the beginning,
the types of students ICL attracted were interesting people who loved learning and had much to share
with our community. Our students were fun to be around, and I was blessed again to form lasting
friendships with them. These days as a teacher and a student, I too still love to learn!
 Juli Sibley
When I think about why I have been and continue to be involved with ICL, many things immediately
come to mind. People always talk about making kids into lifelong learners, but it is only with ICL
fellow students where I see this value in action and with joy—and I aspire to live this out in my own
life. Every class meeting turns into an exciting conversation, where questions and comments go in all
sorts of unpredictable, playful, and interesting directions. This is precisely the sort of learning
experience I want to achieve in my courses with traditional undergraduate students. We also make
precious meaningful connections together over one course, and over years of coming back together for
more courses. I always look forward to the experience. I believe it’s exactly what Plato envisioned with
the invention of the Academy, where we come together with a voracious appetite to learn about and
explore everything!
 Nathan Eric Dickman, PH.D.
Upon my retirement from Young Harris College, it was a welcomed move from teaching literature at
the College to presenting some of my favorite authors to students in the ICL. The contributions by
class members, from pertinent questions to their many insightful comments, enriched the time that
we spent with such authors as Flannery O'Connor, Eudora Welty, and Anton Chekhov. With such
wondrous responses from the students, I was already looking forward to the next class that I would
teach before I finished the current one! An additional benefit was the many new friends I made with
interests similar to mine.
 Janice Moore
Still Going Strong - In 1991, ICL had 192 members. In 2019, ICL had 466 members.

General Meeting Summer 2019

https://www.iclyhc.org/

ICL and YHC Partnership
We are thrilled to congratulate the Institute for Continuing Learning at Young Harris on their 30th
anniversary. Since 1991, ICL has brought so much value to our mountain community. Most recently, it
was very encouraging to watch them adapt and react to the many changes 2020 brought. When Young
Harris College’s campus had to shut down, the ICL team shifted classes to Zoom—not only were
repeat students challenged with a new task, new students felt empowered to join, both inside and
outside of our own community. Most importantly, however, this solidified ICL’s dedication to
learning, to serving their students.
Moving forward, we are pleased to see a shift in course delivery which will include a hybrid model that
should encourage even more students to take advantage of the value ICL offers. YHC is grateful to
have such a strong partnership with the Institute for Continuing Learning, and we look forward to
another 30 years.
Dr. Drew Van Horn, YHC President

Moving Forward
As I pondered a message for this momentous occasion of ICL’s 30th Anniversary, the Player song,
“Baby Come Back” kept resonating in my mind. This past year has forced many an organization to
reinvent itself to stay relevant to its members. ICL has been no exception. But now, your lifelong
learning opportunity is back stronger and better! Course offerings have expanded, and you have the
flexibility of attending online from your living room or in-person in our new Brown Building
classroom on campus.
ICL’s affiliation with Young Harris College continues to strengthen as President Van Horn looks
forward to our growing partnership between YHC staff and ICL members. Details of a YHC course
auditing program designed exclusively for ICL members is in the works. Stay tuned on our website or
Facebook page for updates, registration and class offerings. If you’re not a current member, consider
this an invitation to join. “Baby come back.” We miss you!
Maria Britt, ICL President

ICL will continue to provide an ongoing forum for mature adults who have mutual interest in
intellectual stimulation and cultural enrichment. It aims at a broad range of adult interests and the
curriculum is structured to appeal to the physically active as well as the seriously studious.

https://www.iclyhc.org/

Post Office Box 134
Young Harris, GA 30582

The not-for-profit Institute for Continuing Learning strives to meet the
dynamic needs of our community by providing an intellectual and cultural
forum for mature adults which inspires adults to learn and discover.

SAVE THE DATE FOR THE ICL 30TH YEAR CELEBRATION
AT HAMILTON GARDENS IN THE
GEORGIA MOUNTAIN FAIRGROUNDS IN HIAWASSEE, GEORGIA
AUGUST 28TH, 2021
10:30 am to 1:30 pm
JOIN US FOR LIVE MUSIC, A LIGHT LUNCH AND A
TOUR OF THE GARDENS.

